dayGraphica 4000...
The most durable blanket you can run ...

The dayGraphica 4000 blanket will help you decrease your make-ready time while it increases
your customer satisfaction and profitability. Its advanced materials and construction are
specially designed, engineered and manufactured to set new standards for on-press
performance and long life. A tougher surface lets you switch paper stocks and web widths
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Features

Benefits

Unique carcass

Specially designed, engineered and manufactured for long
life on modern, high-speed heatset web presses. Newly
designed carcass construction for minimal gauge loss over
long use cycles. Unsurpassed ability to print to the gap.

construction

Proven performance

Thoroughly performance tested and proven in laboratoryand
field runs. Enhanced compressible zone improves rebound
from web breaks and smashes. Provides proper print
density in light or heavy coverage areas and sharp
halftones.
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chemicals play a vital role in on-press
performance and profitability. And they’ve
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optimise their printing results.

Day’s laboratory experts, technical support
team and sales consultants work together
with printers to recommend the right
combination of pressroom chemicals and
printing blankets to achieve optimum

Compatible, rubber surface
compound

Newly developed face rubber chemistry for improved web
release and easy register control. Tougher surface resists
paper abrasion for longer life, reduced edge cutting.

Product Specifications...
Colour:
Surface:
Thickness:
Overall Hardness:
Compressibility:
Elongation:
Tensile Strength:
Face Compound:

Purple
Ground
1.95mm
1.70mm
77° Shore A
0.13mm at 1060 kpa Typical
0.18mm at 2060 kpa Typical
<0.70% at 10 N/mm
>60 N/mm
Solvent resistant rubber blend

For more information about dayGraphica and other Day
International products, e-mail us at salesuk@day-intl.com
or visit us at www.dayintl.com
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